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Message from the Secretary of Justice

It is my honor and privilege to present the Department
of Justice’s 2012 Annual Report which documents
accomplishments in the areas of good governance, rule of
law, and the building of a justice institution worthy of the
people’s trust.
The absolutes at the heart of our role in this Administration
are those that weave through and bind us together with the
rest of the Executive Family, and these are the directives
and principles of transparency, accountability, fairness, and
truth.
Our bigger family is that of the nation. As a collective, we all want a safe and just
society, and, like any stakeholder, we would want our Department’s services, including
those of our constitutent and attached agencies, to meet the expectations and needs
Filipinos now have. We want our systems and processes to work, to be modern, and
to be responsive to the call of the times and the requirements of this democracy.
The above aspiration is reflected in the following pages that will report on efforts to achieve
a modern, sustainable, and effective justice system.
We concede that there is a lot more to be done. We need to establish a faster turnaround
time for case disposition. We need to be more accessible and available to the DOJ’s clients.
We must have tigheter controls and more efficient services in place. We must secure more
convictions.
But the DOJ is undergoing significant change. The degree of reform has intensified each year
since post-election 2010. Two years ago, we have broken ground. In two years’ time, we have
been building up and strenghtening this institution. As we approach the closing innings of
the ball game, the women and men of this Department must not falter and must keep in
step to work as one towards achieving that great and sustained impact of a more relevant,
equitable, meaningful, and accessible justice system for all.
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Finally, as what I do every year, allow me to personally thank and commend the hardworking and committed members of the DOJ family who have made possible all these
accomplishments and reforms. I am confident that your professionalism and resolve will
ultimately be responsible for that great institutional and societal impact we have yet to
achieve but continue to work hard for. Your valor amidst challenges and the integrity of your
industry has been and will always be inspiring.
Mabuhay ang Kagarawan ng Katarungan!

Leila M. De Lima
Secretary of Justice
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Executive Summary

The vision of the Department of Justice (DOJ) is the achievement of a just and peaceful society
anchored on the principles of transparency, accountability, fairness and truth. Its mission is
towards the effective, efficient and equitable administration of justice for the Filipino people
by enforcing and upholding the rule of law and rendering utmost respect for human rights.
For the year 2012, the DOJ worked for the fulfillment of this mission by holding accountable
those who have violated the laws, defending the interests of the state, advancing justice
and human rights of the Filipino people and promoting access to justice for the poor and
marginalized.
The DOJ’s accomplishments also reflect the strategies in the 2011-2016 Development agenda
and the Department-level major final outputs.
The “tuwid na daan” or the platform for a straight path of the Aquino Administration defines
the priorities of the DOJ which is primarily focused on promoting good governance in its
organization and the relentless pursuit of graft and corruption cases.
The Memorandum of Agreement between the DOJ and the Office of the Ombudsman
highlights the goal for good governance by setting the parameters of jurisdiction and
improved coordination between the two agencies in the efficient investigation of graft and
corruption cases.
For the past year, charges were filed against various personalities, including the former
President for Electoral Sabotage in connection with the wide-scale cheating alleged to have
been committed during the 2007 elections, for Plunder and Malversation of Public Funds
and for various questionable contracts and misuse of government funds.
Plunder charges were also filed against high-ranking officials of the Armed Forces of the
Philippines, a former Agriculture Undersecretary, a former Local Waterworks and Utilities
Administration (LWUA) Chairperson, and a former Philippine Amusement and Gaming
Corporation (PAGCOR) Chairperson, among others, for misuse of government funds. A
Director of the National Bureau of Investigation was removed from office for his involvement
in an extortion case and a Director of the Bureau of Corrections was disciplined and forced to
resign for violation of the Procurement Law.
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For the first time in Philippine history, a Chief Justice was impeached due to betrayal of
public trust. And the DOJ, through the Secretary of Justice, played a major role in presenting
a case of the then Chief Justice’s partiality towards powerful and influential litigants in court
which ignited the process for his impeachment.
Initiatives have also been realigned to widen the scope of access to justice especially for
the poor and marginalized sectors of society through the scrapping of filing fees in all cases
filed with the National Prosecution Service (NPS) through Department Circular No. 25 dated
April 12, 2012. The issuance of Department Circular No. 12 dated 13 February 2012 allowed
the immediate release of respondents from detention whose cases have been elevated for
automatic review. The bail reform project which has already begun will rationalize the bail
bond required for the release of detained prisoners undergoing investigation and trial.
The DOJ, in fulfilling its mandate as the Attorney General, ensured that integrity and
credibility of contracts entered into by the government and its functionaries were upheld
and within the Constitutional Framework and international standards. Legal opinions are
now rendered in accordance with laws and are subject to strict statutory interpretation.
On 22 November 2013, the President issued Administrative Order No. 35, creating the InterAgency Committee on extra-legal killings, enforced disappearances, torture, and other
grave violations of the right to life, liberty and security of persons.The Secretary has been
designated as the chairperson of the Committee tasked to conduct the immediate inventory
of all alleged human rights violations committed by state and non-state forces, monitor the
development of cases pending in court or under investigation, investigate unsolved and new
cases, and prosecute the perpetrators.
Several other initiatives have been introduced which is a paradigm shift in the relations
of investigators and prosecutors in the investigation and case build-up. The enhanced
cooperation between the two institutional partners is envisaged to increase successful
prosecution of cases and reduce the dismissal rate that has long been a concern in the
criminal justice system. One example of this initiative is the joint operational guidelines
for investigators and prosecutors in investigation and evidence-gathering in relation
to extralegal killings signed by both the Secretaries of Justice and the Interior and Local
Government.
The task of dispensing justice is challenged by the emergence of criminal activities brought
about by advancement in technology, threats of terrorism, devastating financial crimes and
environmental degradation wrought by indiscriminate illegal activities.
Leveraging on the use of information and communications technology, the DOJ envisions
rationalized and automated processes, improved institutional capacity to thwart criminality
and increased enforcement capabilities. The DOJ-led National Justice Information System
(NJIS) envisions a technology-driven data sharing and case management system that will
interconnect all agencies in the justice sector and enable the speedy disposition of complaint
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and cases for investigation, prosecution and trial.
In promoting human rights protection, the DOJ beefed up efforts to investigate human
rights cases through the creation of panels and task forces directed to investigate individual
extralegal cases to ascertain the truth and hold accountable those who committed such
impunities. One key measure is the strong coordination with other stakeholders, including
NGOs, the Commission on Human Rights (CHR), and even the academe, in achieving a
higher level of operational capacity in investigating and prosecuting human rights cases. The
Memorandum of Agreement between the DOJ and the CHR manifests the need to strengthen
methods and capacities of both institutional bodies to address human rights violations
through the criminal justice system, and under the rule of law in accordance with their
respective Constitutional and legal mandates.
Finally, to set the stage right and to be able to implement all of these reform efforts, the
DOJ has restudied its policies, reviewed the existing processes and introduced new ones
to strengthen organizational capability. Task Forces have been revitalized and reorganized
to ensure that they function effectively. Procedural requirements have been rationalized
to improve operational efficiency and efficacy i.e. drafting of the DOJ Procurement Manual
and the Operational Guidelines for Internal Affairs Units of the National Prosecution Service
(NPS).
For the year 2013, the DOJ will continue to push for more reforms and initiatives that will
allow the Filipino people to feel the gains of a justice system that works.
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DOJ Cluster Framework
The DOJ currently works on a functional cluster framework that has clearly defined roles and
functions and the lines of coordination and collaboration among the cluster members.
DOJ agencies have been organized into three (3) functional clusters to facilitate a wellcoordinated planning, budgeting and the implementation and monitoring of regular and
special operations, programs and projects for efficiency and effectiveness. These clusters
consist of the Law Enforcement, Corrections and Legal Services.

RULE OF LAW

Sector Goal

Effective and efficient
administration of justice

Organizational Goal

Functional
Clusters

Agencies and Core
Organizational
Units

Law
Enforcement

NBI

BI

NPS

PAO

Corrections

BUCOR

Legal
Services

BPP

PAO

OCSC

PAO

OSG

OGCC

LRA

PCGG
OADR

Specialized Units
and Programs

WPSBP
OFC
JJWC

IACAT

OOC
CSPC
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Law Enforcement

The Law Enforcement Cluster are agencies involved in implementing the law, including
interdiction, detection and investigation of crimes or offenses, prosecution of offenders, as
well as protection and assistance for victims and offenders.
a. Detection and investigation: This is a primary function of the National Bureau of
Investigation (NBI).
b. Immigration enforcement: The Bureau of Immigration (BI) enforces the Philippine
Immigration Law and certain provisions of the Anti-Trafficking in Persons Act.
c. Criminal prosecution: The National Prosecution Service (NPS) investigates criminal
complaints and prosecutes accused person/s before the courts. The Witness Protection,
Security and Benefits Program (WPSBP) supports this by providing protection and
incentives to vital witnesses.
d. Public defense and assistance: The Public Attorney’s Office (PAO) provides legal
assistance for victims of crimes and persons investigated or accused who do not have
access to the services of a lawyer.
e. Special protection: The Department takes the lead in the protection of vulnerable
groups, especially women and children, through the Inter-Agency Council Against
Trafficking (IACAT), Juvenile Justice and Welfare Council (JJWC) and Committee for the
Special Protection of Children (CSPC). Specialized offices are also established by law and
Executive directives in the DOJ Proper, particularly the Office for Competition (OFC) and
Office of Cybercrime (OOC) to strengthen the government’s capability to enforce laws
against monopolistic and unfair business practices and cybercrime, respectively.

LAW ENFORCEMENT

National Bureau of Investigation
MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR
On behalf of the men and women of the NBI, we transmit the results
of a year of active engagement against criminals and threats. This is
our success story as a team. From our management, to agents, to staff,
we have exerted all possible efforts to stand up to the challenge as law
enforcers.
While it is true that we fight a wide range of illegal activities, from fraud
and corruption to terrorism and environmental crimes, we widen our concerns. Cyber
criminals now prowl the Internet, stealing information and attacking sites. And we are
ready for this. It is because we at the Bureau must continuously evolve as lawless elements
are also evolving themselves.
As we present our achievements, operation summaries, and statistical highlights, we wish
to infuse a sense of pride for the Department and the public. We will not slow down as one
of the most trusted law enforcement agencies.
Finally, we attribute our accomplishments to our belief in performing with high standards.
We are conscious not only of what we do, but also of how we do it. Whatever we do, we act
with great preparation, thoroughness, and legal bases.
Once again, it is an honor to tender this report as our contribution to the maintenance of
security and peace as well as attainment of Justice in our country.
Atty. Nonnatus Caesar R. Rojas
Director

REPORT
The NBI is the government’s premier investigation agency and acts as the national
clearinghouse of criminal cases.
In 2012, the NBI was confronted with vital concerns and leadership issues that challenged its
efficacy and credibility. With the changing of guards, the NBI was able to regain its prestige
and good image and was able to surmount the challenges that demoralized the organization.
Its efforts proved meaningful as the NBI posted remarkable gains in investigation and
forensics. From January 1 to December 31, 2012, its Investigative and Intelligence Services,
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Seizure of counterfeit
and rejected branded
products costing billions
of pesos in Metro Manila
stalls

as well as the Regional Operations Services received 10,513 cases, a decrease of 11%
compared to last year’s 11,839 crime cases. Crime cases terminated accounted to 11,531, of
which 3,305 were recommended for prosecution.
Moreover, 185 subjects and persons were located by agents and special investigators
through warrants and orders of arrests issued by different courts and through requests
made to locate missing persons.
On the other hand, technical assistance rendered by experts in forensic medicine and
chemistry, questioned documents, ballistics, polygraphy, dactyloscopy, and investigative
photography accounted for 14,280 cases with 1,720 court appearances nationwide.
Likewise, 73,915 laboratory specimens were examined and analyzed.
This year, 5,299,095 applications for NBI clearance, or an average of 21,718 per day, were
received nationwide for various purposes. Of these, 5,257,696 clearances were processed
and issued, exhibiting a 2% increase from the previous year.
Major Accomplishments

»» Recommended the prosecution of Manuel K. Amalillo, owner of Aman Futures Trading
for syndicated estafa, defrauding some 12,000 prospective investors of over P12 billion

»» Re-arrest of Tita Cacayan, the suspected provider of travelling bag containing illegal
drugs to Sally Ordinario Villanueva who was intercepted, arrested and executed in
China in March 2011
»» Seizure of fifty-five (55) container vans loaded with hot lumber estimated at P30
million at Pier 16 North Harbor, Manila on June 28, 2012
»» Confiscation of counterfeit Louis Vuitton products estimated at P79 million during a
raid of warehouses and stalls in Binondo, Manila on May 16, 2012
»» Arrest of Malaysian drug courier or mule where P15 million worth of shabu was
confiscated during an operation in Pasay City on March 23, 2012
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Bureau of Immigration
MESSAGE FROM THE COMMISSIONER
We have been advancing on several fronts in the reforms in the Bureau
of Immigration.
First, the front of ensuring good governance in the system. To eradicate
the culture of corruption, BI has strictly imposed administrative
penalties on errant personnel. Moreover, recruitment and selection is
based on merit and fitness.
Second, the front to enhance the detection and investigation of the violation of immigration
laws. We have established Border Crossing Stations. We have automated our systems
nationwide. Immigration personnel are continuously trained.
Third, the front to ensure adequate, acceptable, fair, stable and predictable legal framework
and services. Our policy is to cut red tape and expedite the flow of transactions by reducing
time and simplifying application procedures.
Lastly, the front to strengthen special protection measures in anti-human trafficking.
The strict implementation of the IACAT Guidelines on Departure Formalities has deterred
corruption and intensified detection, investigation, and prosecution of human trafficking
cases.
Thanks to the invaluable support provided by the Honorable Secretary and the DOJ family,
our agency’s capacities in law administration and enforcement have improved greatly. Our
hard-fought gains were also achieved through our dedicated officials and employees, who
exemplify the agency’s core values of patriotism, integrity, and professionalism.
Steadfast in our resolve, we shall continue to charge forward in undertaking institutional
reforms in the Bureau of Immigration in the coming years.
Ricardo A. David, Jr.
Commissioner
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REPORT
At the onset, the effects of good governance reforms of the BI in its primary function of
administration and enforcement of immigration, citizenship and alien admission and
registration laws can be felt in its revenue collection.
In 2012, BI documented 4,147,171 arrivals of foreign nationals as compared to 3,988,354 in
2011. It also reported 4,094,400 departures of foreign nationals compared to 3,877,622 in the
previous year.
As documented, 10,733 vessels in seaports were boarded upon arrival, and 10,724 were cleared
for departure. It also received and processed 485,739 requests for tourist visa extension and
4,395 applications for conversions to different types of immigrant visas.
As of the end of 2012, active cardholders of Alien Certificate of Registration Identification
Cards (ACR-I-Cards) numbered 203,753 compared to 194,356 in 2011 and 122,415 in 2010.
The collections from this service, generated a total of P116.8 million in revenue, which is 12%
higher than the P104.3 million in 2011. About 105 indefinite Special Visa for Employment
Generation (SVEG) were processed, benefitting 6,805 Filipinos employed as regular workers
by the visa applicants.
The Task Force on RA 9225 processed 5,564 applications for citizenship reacquisition filed
at the BI Main Office. This was higher than the 3,889 applications processed in 2011. Almost
56% increase in the total applications for dual citizenship has also been reported by the
BI comparing it to the 30,228 applications in 2012 and the 19,377 applications in 2011. This
data covers the applications for Filipino citizenships reacquired through various Philippine
Consulates abroad.
Conscientious of its mandate to detect, investigate, and report violations of immigration
and registration laws inimical to national interest, BI has registered 2,240 intelligence cases
for 2012, which is 97% higher than the 1,228 cases processed in 2011. The accomplishments
in 2012 include 541 cases detected, 646 arrests and turn-overs made, and 646 detention and
commitments and 587 illegal alien deportations.
In addition, BI conducted a total of 4,015 cursory document examinations, which is 161%
higher than the 1,536 documents examined in 2011. Based on reviews and examinations,
2,648 were found genuine, 998 were counterfeited, 285 fraudulently altered, and 84
inconclusive.
The Bureau’s total manpower in 2012 numbered 1,915 personnel, 16% higher compared to
1,648 in 2011. The increase in the number of personnel can be attributed to the newly recruited
and appointed Immigration Officers trained at the Philippine Immigration Academy (PIA).
The goal is to have a new breed of Immigration Officers who hold themselves to a high level
of honesty and competency. Thus, a rigorous training program was put in place in 2012 to
ensure that they will be more competent and possess the required integrity to face their
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Oath Taking and
Graduation Ceremonies
of the Basic Immigration
Officers Course (BIOC)
Class-06 with Key
Officials of the Bureau
and Secretary of Justice
Leila M. De Lima as
Guest of Honor held
on 27 December 2012
Camp Emilio Aguinaldo,
Quezon City.

workload. One hundred (100) new Immigration Officers have been deployed by BI to the
airports and is set to deploy two hundred (200) more after training.
Major Accomplishments
Increased Revenue: The BI is a law enforcement agency with a budget of P603.8 million
only in 2012. Nonetheless, it continually contributed substantial revenues to the national
government treasury from immigration fees and taxes, fines and penalties, miscellaneous
income and I-Card collection. The increase in foreign arrivals and efficient automated service
contributed to the Bureau’s financial gains. In 2012, BI had a total collection of P2.73 billion,
a 17% increase in collection from P2.33 billion in 2010.
Professionalized Bureaucracy: The Bureau has not hesitated in its investigation of disciplinary
complaints or cases filed against Bureau officials and employees, as a reflection of its
commitment to good governance in the agency. These investigations have resulted to eight
(8) dismissals from service, thirteen (13) suspended personnel, one (1) reprimanded, and
two (2) dropped from the rolls.
Digitization of immigration paper-based records: Almost 100% or 99.48% of transmitted
permanent records were already digitized. These records include fingerprint index card,
boarding formalities, passenger indicator checklist, derogatory, registration and visa upon
arrival records. These ensure easy reference when required by the Bureau and its partner
agencies for various purposes such as promotion of Philippine tourism and law enforcement.
Biometrics Capturing System: In 2012, BI secured funding for the acquisition and roll-out of
the Biometrics Capturing System. The system shall be installed in all international airports
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and seaports, field offices and border crossing stations for a more effective border control
and management.
Plans and Programs for 2013-2014
To address the challenges and constraints that the BI is confronted with, the following are
the agency’s priority programs for 2013-2014:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Continued hiring and recruitment of competitive Immigration Officers
Intensified human resource development and professionalization of personnel
ISO 9001: 2008 Certification
Construction of new BI building to cater the increasing number of clientele
Biometrics Capturing System
Alien mapping through the Strategic Homeland Alien Registration Program (SHARP)
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National Prosecution Service
As of the end of CY 2012, besides the DOJ Prosecution Staff in the main office of the DOJ,
the NPS had 14 regional offices with about 219 functional constituent offices and 100 suboffices for the 80 provinces and 143 cities nationwide. At that time, the NPS was manned by
1,850 prosecution officers (prosecutors and prosecution attorneys) out of the existing 2,412
plantilla positions (562 or 23% vacancies). There were also 1,629 administrative support staff
out of 1,945 plantilla positions (316 or 16% vacancies).
As shown in Table 1, the overall vacancy rate for prosecution officers slightly decreased in
2012 but remained high at 23% largely due to lack of takers in certain areas and delays in
recruitment and appointment. For the support staff, vacancy rate decreased from 20% in
2011 to 16% in 2012 due to the exemption of the NPS from the Government Rationalization
Program granted by the Office of the President in 2011. Despite this, support staff remained
severely deficient in most prosecution offices especially with the creation of new cities
which requiring the establishment of prosecution offices, hence the reported continued to
increase in personnel complement from LGUs and other sources.

Table 1: NPS Staffing Statistics, 2009-2012 (Part 1)

Particulars

2009

2010

2011

2012

Prosecution Officers*
Plantilla Positions

2,406

2,410

2,411

2,412

Filled Positions

1,908

1,863

1,836

1,850

Vacant Positions

498

547

575

562

Vacancy Rate

21%

23%

24%

23%

Support Staff*
Plantilla Positions

1,945

1,945

1,945

1,945

Filled Positions

1,643

1,602

1,558

1,629

302

343

3887

316

16%

18%

20%

16%

Vacant Positions
Vacancy Rate
* Source: DOJ Personnel Division
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Table 1: NPS Staffing Statistics, 2009-2012 (Continued)
Particulars

2009

2010

2011

2012

Other Support Staff**
LGU-provided

743

882

1,027

1,009

Other agencies

31

23

39

27

Other sources

20

6

3

3

794

911

1,069

1,039

Total
* Source: DOJ Personnel Division

** Source: Quarterly reports from prosecution offices nationwide

Investigation and Prosecution Services
In 2012, based on available statistics, NPS handled 352,523 cases for preliminary investigation
which constitute the bulk of the workload of prosecution officers. Out of the said caseload,
76.8% or 270,864 cases were resolved. On the average, one prosecutor handled 190 and
resolved 146 preliminary investigation cases for the entire year. This figure does not include
pleadings and reopened cases through motions, petitions for review and court orders.
Table 2 shows that average case load per prosecutor marginally increased since 2009 from 181
per prosecutor to 191 in 2012. But despite such increased case load, the average complaints
resolved per prosecutor grew from 130 cases in 2009 to 146 in 2012. Correspondingly, overall
disposition rate increased from 72% to 76.8%.
Table 2: NPS Preliminary Investigation Case Load and Disposition, 2009-2012 (Part 1)
Particulars

2009

2010

2011

2012

344,551

334,166

341,733

352,523

181

179

187

191

Case Load
Cases Handled
Average per
Prosecutor

Source: Quarterly reports from prosecution offices nationwide
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Table 2: NPS Preliminary Investigation Case Load and Disposition, 2009-2012 (Continued)
Particulars

2009

2010

2011

2012

248,012

249,417

262,305

270,864

130

134

143

146

Disposition Rate

72.0%

74.6%

76.8%

76.8%

Pending Cases

96,539

84,749

79,428

81,659

Disposition
Resolved Cases
Average per
Prosecutor

Source: Quarterly reports from prosecution offices nationwide

The improvement in disposition rate is confirmed by the decrease in backlogs in terms of
case aging as shown in Table 3. Based on yearend inventory reports submitted by prosecution
offices, complaints pending within 120 days (maximum reglementary period prescribed
in the 2008 Revised Prosecutor’s Manual) increased from 35.2% in 2009 to 48.7% in 2012.
Correspondingly, complaints pending for more than 120 days significantly reduced from
64.8% to 51.3%.

Table 3: Aging of Complaints Pending Resolution in the NPS, 2009-2012
Particulars

2009

2010

2011

2012

Within the reglementary period

35.2%

39.9%

46.4%

48.7%

60 days and below

21.7%

24.1%

27.9%

26.7%

More than 60 days up to 120 days

13.5%

15.9%

18.5%

22.0%

Beyond the reglementary period

64.8%

60.1%

53.6%

51.3%

More than 120 days up to 1 year

18.4%

23.2%

20.3%

23.5%

More than 1 year

46.4%

36.8%

33.3%

27.8%

Source: Yearend inventory of pending cases from prosecution offices nationwide. Submission rates at 84.51% [2009], 90.18%
[2010], 91.42% [2011], and 72.29% [2012]
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Besides the investigation workload, there were nearly a million criminal cases in the first
and second level trial courts that were annually attended to by prosecutors nationwide
for the past several years based on data provided by the Supreme Court. On the average, a
prosecutor handled almost 400 court cases each year. This figure does not include civil and
family court cases that have been handled by prosecutors. Table 4 shows the total number of
criminal cases in the lower courts and average case load per prosecutor from 2009 to 2012.
Based on available reported statistics from the NPS prosecution success rate in 2012 was
71.2%, calculated as convictions as a percent of total convictions and acquittals. Dismissals
and archivals are not considered since the causes thereof are beyond the control of
prosecutors (e.g. non-appearance of complainants, witnesses, or the accused, successful
court mediation, desistance of complainants).

Table 4: Criminal Cases in Lower Courts, 2009-2012
Particulars
Criminal Cases in Lower
Courts*
Average per Prosecutor
Prosecution Success Rate**

2009

2010

2011

2012

727,059

717,807

728,868

723,300

381

385

398

391

71.6%

68.2%

65.4%

71.2%

*Source: Supreme Court - Court Management Office
** Convictions as a percent of total convictions and acquittals, excluding dismissals (Source: quarterly reports from
prosecution offices nationwide with data submission rates at 88% [2009], 91% [2010], 93% [2011], 93% [2012])

There are various issues and concerns that hamper the performance of the NPS particularly
on investigation and prosecution. The primary concern is severe manpower deficiency for
many prosecution offices nationwide due to many vacancies and/or inadequate plantilla
positions. Nevertheless, the enactment of Republic Act 10071 and exemption of the NPS from
the rationalization program is envisioned to be instrumental in addressing this problem.
There are also inadequate logistical resources as well as internal management constraints
and weaknesses. These include systems and procedures, information dissemination, case
management, reporting and performance monitoring, human, financial, or physical resource
management, personnel development, halls of justice and office space, and collection of
fees. Increased support from the national government is also necessary to further improve
operational performance of prosecution offices and reduce the level of support from LGUs.
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The Secretary visits
various Prosecution
Offices of the National
Capital Region
discussing the priority
courses of action of the
National Prosecution
Service, to increase case
disposition rate and to
pursue a zero-backlog,
among others.

The said constraints, together with the manual method of reporting, also hamper the
completeness, timeliness and accuracy of performance data, as seen in the incomplete
submission rates stated.
Other Functions, Programs, Projects and Activities
Besides their regular investigative and prosecutorial functions, provincial and city prosecutors
are deputized by the Offices of the Solicitor General and Ombudsman, act as ex-officio legal
counsel of LGUs, serve as the vice chair of the election board of canvassers, and sometimes
act as local Register of Deeds. The DOJ Prosecution Staff and Regional Prosecution Offices
administer the Witness Protection, Security and Benefit Program, Victims Compensation
Program, and the DOJ Action Center which renders free legal assistance to the public
(together with public attorneys). The NPS as a whole has also been actively involved in
various efforts on the protection of human rights, women and children and intensified
campaign against corruption, extra-legal killings, trafficking in persons, illegal drugs, tax
evasion and smuggling.
Plans and Targets
The NPS has developed the attached action plan for 2013 to 2015 with the following key
result areas:
1. NPS professionalization: Institutional branding, employee performance evaluation
and reward system, NPS media bureau, and fiscal autonomy;
2. Speedy resolution of cases under preliminary investigations: Increased resolution
rate to 85%;
3. Effective prosecution: Increased threshold in filing cases in court and increased
success rate to 85%; and
4. Social Responsibility: Social responsibility sessions for prosecutors and outreach
activities.
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Public Attorney’s Office (Public Defense)
MESSAGE FROM THE CHIEF PUBLIC ATTORNEY
The Public Attorney’s Office (PAO) celebrated its 40th Founding
Anniversary on October 23, 2012. This milestone is symbolized by the
gemstone ruby, whose vitality imbued in its crimsoned hue reflects
the accomplishments of the PAO in 2012, which speak of dynamism,
partiality to action, and dedicated legal assistance to its mandated
clients.
In 2012, the PAO’s Victims Assistance Unit was created to address the needs of victims of mass
disasters, torture, massacres, Violence Against Women and their Children (VAWC), Children
in Conflict with the Law (CICL), and persons who have requested legal assistance from the
Public Attorney’s Office. One of its beneficiaries was Bonita Baran, a former kasambahay
who was allegedly maltreated by her former employers until she lost eyesight in her right
eye. Her case helped in creating awareness and drawing support to the then Kasambahay
Bill, which was approved by H.E. President Benigno S. Aquino III on January 18, 2013, and is
now known as Republic Act No. 10361.
Since the approval of Republic Act No. 9406 (PAO Law), this Office has been consistently
serving more or less five million clients and handling more or less 500,000 cases per year.
Remarkably, these figures soared to 6,735,603 clients and 710,457 cases in the year 2012.
Serving as the diadem that crowns these achievements is the citation conferred by the Office
of the President. In its Technical Report for H.E. President Benigno S. Aquino III’s 2012 State
of the Nation Address, the President noted that a total of 40,969 inmates were freed from
overcrowded jails and prisons nationwide from July 2010 to April 2012, through the PAO’s
jail visitation and decongestion program.
The laurels that adorn the PAO’s accomplishments in 2012 are infused with memories of
values which merited respect, support, and trust and confidence from the PAO’s mandated
clients, supporters, peers, superiors, and most especially its revered Chief Executive and
beloved DOJ Family. These memories will linger to inspire the women and men of the PAO
to scale greater heights, and embrace a wider breadth in the delivery of public service.
Persida V. Rueda-Acosta
Chief Public Attorney
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Assistance to victims of
Typhoon Pablo
New Bataan, Compostela
Valley, Davao Region
December 27, 2012

REPORT
Public defense is a function of the PAO that relates to providing legal defense for the accused,
especially those who do not have access to the services of a lawyer, to ensure that their rights
are protected.
As of December 2012, PAO has 1,532 public attorneys handling criminal and civil cases before
2,128 courts nationwide. About 49 of them devote themselves to appealed cases before the
Court of Appeals, the Supreme Court, and the Office of the President. Handling these cases,
however, is but one of the Public Attorneys’ functions. PAO lawyers also render non-judicial
services and handle such other limited and special services.
PAO assisted a total of 6,735,603 (5,835,027) indigent clients and handled a total of 710,457
(680,858) cases nationwide. Based on the above mentioned figures, each PAO lawyer was
able to assist an average of 4,397 clients and handled an average of 464 cases.
In spite of the overwhelming case loads, the public attorneys ably represented indigents
accused in court and managed to obtain 111,059 acquittals, dismissals and other favorable
dispositions for the accused in criminal cases.
At the prosecutor’s level, PAO terminated 26,411 out of 60,231 handled cases. In addition,
13,803 out of the 51,099 civil cases, 1,933 out of the 9,549 administrative cases, and 4,950
out of 20,721 labor cases were disposed or terminated in 2012.
Specifically mandated by Republic Act No. 9262 (Anti-Violence Against Women and their
Children) to extend legal assistance to women and their children who are victims of violence,
and Republic Act No. 9344 (Juvenile Justice Welfare System Act) to facilitate the release of
minor offenders from jail, PAO handled a total of 91,730 cases involving women and 20,125
cases involving children in conflict with the law. Out of the total number of cases involving
women, 36,362 cases were terminated with 20,691 favorable dispositions, while for CICL,
7,856 cases were terminated with 3,423 favorable dispositions.
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Witness Protection, Security and Benefits Program
The Witness Protection, Security and Benefits Program (WPSBP) started the year 2011 with
514 covered witnesses. Within the year, the coverage of 154 witnesses was terminated due
to the completion of witness duties, the absence of manageable threats, the violation of
Memorandum of Agreement (MOA), or personal requests made the witnesses themselves.
By the end of 2012, the total number of witnesses covered by the WPSBP increased to 566 or
10% from the number of witnesses covered in 2011.
For the year 2012, the Program posted a remarkable 96% conviction rate after acquiring
twenty-four (24) convictions out of twenty-five (25) decisions on cases with covered
witnesses. These involve the conviction of eighteen (18) and the acquittal of one (1) accused.
From 1991 to December 2012, the WPSBP has acquired a total of 819 convictions and 254
acquittals.

Inter-Agency Council Against Trafficking
The enactment of Republic Act No. 9208, otherwise known as the “Anti-Trafficking in
Persons Act of 2003”, its implementing rules, and the combined efforts of government
agencies tasked in combating this crime paved the way not only for a more comprehensive
assistance and protection to trafficked persons, but also for increased law enforcement and
successful prosecution of offenders.
The DOJ remained steadfast in prioritizing the investigation, case build-up and prosecution
of trafficking in persons (TIP) cases by establishing and maintaining specialized antitrafficking task forces in strategic locations based on critical entry or exit points in the country
and the place of origin or source area of TIP victims. As of January 2013, there are fourteen
(14) task forces all over the country enhancing the local operative’s enforcement of the law,
thus ensuring that the incidents are reported, referred and filed in a local prosecutor’s office
acquiring jurisdiction thereon. From April to January 2013, these task forces conducted a
total of one hundred sixty-five (165) operations or interceptions nationwide. These led to
the rescue of TIP victims and filing of appropriate cases against suspected traffickers.
The Inter-Agency Council Against Trafficking (IACAT) has, on record, a total of twenty (20)
convictions which resulted to the conviction of 18 traffickers from April 2012 to January 2013.
Since the effectivity of Republic Act No. 9208 in 2003, the Philippines has reported a total
of ninety-one (91) TIP convictions involving one hundred four (104) trafficking offenders.
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Undersecretary Jose
Vicente B. Salazar (left),
in-charge of IACAT, and
H.E. Robert G. Brinks
(right) of the Kingdom
of the Netherlands
signed a Memorandum
of Agreement to
construct a Victim
Processing Center (VPC)
within the Department
of Social Welfare and
Development (DSWD)
and the enhancement
of IACAT’s database
system, with
Netherlands providing
more than P1.8 million.

In 2012, the IACAT organized ninety (90) training seminars to strengthen anti-trafficking
approaches and responses, and to enhance the knowledge and capacity of players or
stakeholders. The trainings were attended by law enforcement officers, prosecutors, judges,
social workers, labor officers, local government personnel, and members of the civil society
and non-government organizations.
Administrative Cases
As corruption plays an important role in undermining anti-trafficking efforts, the DOJ filed
administrative cases against government officers or personnel involved in facilitating and
promoting TIP activities. From April 2012 to January 2013, ten (10) administrative charges
were filed against ten (10) immigration officers, one (1) airport security personnel, and one
(1) customs personnel. One (1) NBI intelligence officer and one (1) senior screening officer
of the Department of Transportation and Communications were dismissed from the service
for facilitating the illegal departure of passengers, and are currently facing criminal charges.
Annual Commemoration of the International Day Against Trafficking
In 2012, the International Day Against Trafficking in the Philippines highlighted the
strengthened collaboration and partnership among NGO partners, IACAT member agencies
and local government units. A series of events were organized, participated in by 34,848
people. These events included the 2nd Anti-Trafficking Summit in Lapu-Lapu City, school
orientations, community education program, and fellowship activities for victims or
survivors of trafficking.
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Office for Competition
The DOJ-Office for Competition (OFC), the country’s first Competition Authority as mandated
by Executive Order No. 45, had stepped up its efforts and made significant accomplishments
in the pursuit for a national competition policy and law (CPL) that promotes a culture of
competition to level the playing field for inclusive growth.
In January 2012, OFC has formalized its operations with the designation of four (4) full-time
staff and a team of twenty (20) lawyers from the DOJ, National Bureau of Investigation, Office
of the Solicitor General and Office of the Government Corporate Counsel. It also constituted
inter-agency working groups for advocacy and partnerships, business and economics,
enforcement and legal, consumer protection and welfare, and policy and planning coChaired by the Tariff Commission, Securities and Exchange Commission, Bureau of Internal
Revenue, Department of Trade and Industry and Philippine Institute for Development
Studies, respectively.
OFC established partnerships with at least eighteen (18) major foreign development
partners and government agencies and formalized cooperation mechanisms with seven
(7) development partners including Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA), GIZ
(German Cooperation Agency), European Union (EU), World Bank–International Finance
Corporation (WB-IFC), among others, and two (2) local government agencies. Through these
partnerships, OFC was able to conduct seven (7) national and two (2) international seminar
workshops for the capacity enhancement of OFC and sector regulators on CPL fundamentals,
investigation of anti-competitive practices and improvement of regulatory quality.
It also held Media Groups Forum, in partnership with EU on 15 June 2012, and a Consumer and
Business Forum on CPL on 08 November 2012. Round-table discussion on CPL with judges
was also held on 07 November 2012 in partnership with the Philippine Judicial Academy
(PHILJA).
National Competition Day
On 18 May 2012, Proclamation No. 384 was issued by the Office of the President, declaring 05
December of every year as “National Competition Day”. This year’s 1st National Competition
Day was observed through publication in newspapers of half-page advertisement and
dissemination to stakeholders.
As of end of 2012, the development of guidelines and other issuances pertaining to the
implementation of Executive Order No. 45 has been completed. By 2013, these issuances are
expected to be published and disseminated to all concerned government agencies, partner
institutions and other stakeholders.
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The DOJ Office for
Competition, in
partnership with the
Philippine Judicial
Academy of the
Supreme Court, holds a
Roundtable Discussion
on Competition Policy
and Law with judges
on November 7, 2012
at the Sofitel Plaza
Philippines to introduce
the emerging field of
competition policy and
law to members of the
judiciary.

Plans for 2013
The Philippines, as represented by the OFC, is currently the Vice Chair of the ASEAN Experts
Group on Competition (AEGC). By 2013, the country is expected to assume Chairmanship of
the said group.
Towards the end of 2012, OFC started the recruitment and will begin the hiring and
appointment of permanent personnel in the first quarter of 2013.
The following are the planned activities and projects of the OFC for 2013:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Development and publication of sector studies and policy papers
Publication of Year-2 report
Issuance of at least two advisory opinions
Advanced capacity building activities for OFC, sector regulators and relevant
stakeholders
5. Implementation of initiatives as Chair of AEGC
6. Conduct of investigations
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The Department of
Justice - Office of
Cybercrime and the
Department of Science
and Technology
Information and
Communications
Technology Office
conducted a Forum
on the Cybercrime
Prevention Act of 2012
(RA 10175, held at
the Landbank of the
Philippines Building in
Manila on October 9,
2012.

Office of Cybercrime
The DOJ - Office of Cybercrime was created with the passage of Republic Act No. 10175,
or the Cybercrime Prevention Act of 2012 (signed into law on September 12, 2012) to serve
as the focal unit for the effective implementation of the Act, which requires international
cooperation due to the technical nature of the crime, its prevention, and investigation. In
October 2012, however, the Supreme Court unanimously voted en banc to issue a 120-day
Temporary Restraining Order (TRO) against the Cybercrime prevention law.
Expected Output for CY 2013-2015
1. Accelerated pursuit and prosecution against child pornography in the internet;
restricting and blocking of child-pornographic websites;
2. Upgrading of the current computer crimes unit of the National Bureau of Investigation
to a Cybercrime Division consistent with Section 10 of Republic Act No. 10175,
requiring the NBI to man such an office with special investigators;
3. Department of Budget and Management approval for the necessary personnel for
the Office of Cybercrime and Cybercrime Division and the requisite funding;
4. Issuance of the Implementing Rules and Regulations (IRR) of Republic Act No. 10175;
5. Validation of the Investigation Manual for Law Enforcement and Prosecutors;
6. Issuance of a DOJ Guide on Electronic Evidence including directory of specialized
forms;
7. Accession to the Convention on Cybercrime of the COE;
8. Build network of investigators, prosecutors and state counsels nationwide for timely
response to cybercrime incidents.
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Juvenile Justice and Welfare Council
In 2012, the Juvenile Justice and Welfare Council (JJWC) has started to implement its 2016
strategic plan. From January to December 2012, JJWC focused on undertaking activities and
initiatives in the five (5) major key result areas identified in its strategic plan: 1-Policies,
Plans and Program Development, 2-Advocacy and Social Mobilization, 3-Research and
Data Management, 4-Technical assistance to Agencies, LGUs and Stakeholders, and
5-Coordination, Monitoring and Evaluation.
Major Accomplishments
For CY 2012, most of JJWC’s major accomplishments were in the area of policies, plans and
program development, and social advocacy and mobilization. These include the following:

»» Formulation of the JJWC policy paper on the proposed amendment to Republic Act No.
»»
»»
»»
»»

9344 particularly the lowering of the minimum age of criminal responsibility (MACR);
Adoption of JJWC’s comments and proposed alternative provisions under Senate Bill No.
3324: Amendments to the Juvenile Justice and Welfare Act; and
Project launch and MOA signing on the pilot implementation of the Localization of the
Comprehensive Juvenile Intervention Program.
Successfully obtained the support of the President for its awareness-raising and advocacy
activities, by virtue of Proclamation No. 89 which institutionalized the observance of the
Juvenile Justice and welfare Consciousness Week.
Secured the support of the National Liga ng mga Barangay ng Pilipinas when the latter
issued a resolution signifying their support for the non-lowering of the MACR and the
full implementation of RA 9344.

Other major accomplishments of the JJWC under the leadership of member agencies
include the development of the DepEd Guidelines on Juvenile Justice and Welfare and the
development of a manual in managing cases of Children in Conflict with the Law (CICL) at
the barangay level under DSWD’s leadership.
Capacity building activities for implementers were conducted nationwide in 2012 in
partnership with government agencies, partner NGOs and local government units. Among
these include the training for members of the Barangay Council for the Protection of Children
(BCPC), Local Council for the Protection of Children (LCPC), as well as local social workers,
law enforcement officers and members of the Liga ng mga Barangay. Training for agents of
the Philippine Drug Enforcement Agency (PDEA) in handling cases of children involved in
illegal drug activites was also conducted in 2012.
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Plans and Directions for 2013
CY 2012 proved to be a challenging year for the JJWC and other partners and stakeholders in
the juvenile justice and welfare system in the Philippines not only in the implementation of
Republic Act No. 9344, but in the defense of the law and principle of restorative justice that
it hopes to implement when dealing with children at-risk and CICL.
For CY 2013, JJWC will continue to implement the projects and programs that it has officially
launched or initiated in 2012 in all of the five KRAs under its five-year strategic plan.

Committee for the Special Protection of Children
The Committee for the Special Protection of Children (CSPC) was first created under Executive
Order No. 271 in 1995 to ensure the effective implementation of RA 7610 otherwise known
as the Anti-Child Abuse, Exploitation and Discrimination Act. On 11 August 2011, seventeen
(17) years after its creation, the President issued Executive Order No. 53 strengthening the
CSPC by giving prime importance to law enforcement as a crucial component in the overall
approach to child protection.
Major Accomplishments

»» Commenced convergence initiatives among the three (3) councils and committees on

»»

»»
»»
»»
»»

child protection in the Department namely the IACAT, JJWC and the CSPC, to harmonize
and coordinate similar efforts to improve resource management and create a stronger
impact in project implementation
Completed and launched the 3rd Comprehensive Program for Child Protection, 2012-2016
with the theme “Protecting Filipino Children from Abuse, Exploitation and Violence”.
The 3rd CPCP is a companion document of the 2nd National Plan of Action for Children
which were both launched in 13 December 2012.
Completed the consultation and validation of the Protocol on Case Management of Child
Victims of Abuse, Neglect and Exploitation. For the following year, this will be the subject
of an interagency capacity building for service providers.
Continued local implementation of the CPCP in pilot areas such as Sibalom, Antique,
Boracay, Aklan, Tagbilaran City and Panglao, Bohol and Puerto Princesa City.
Setting-up of Child-Friendly Parishes wherein local religious workers, church workers
and volunteers were given trainings on Basic Orientation in Building Child-Friendly
Parishes which was initially implemented in three (3) parishes in San Jose, Antique.
Completed the study on the “Sahod Lampin” which is a modus operandi employed by an
identified syndicate on the sale and illegal adoption of children in Rizal Province.
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Mr. Joshua De Leon
from the Children Basic
Sector, National AntiPoverty Commission,
accepts the Symbolic
Turn-Over of the NPAC
and CPCP books during
the 2nd National Plan
of Action for Children
and 3rd Comprehensive
Program on Child
Protection Launch at
the Waterfront Manila
Pavilion, Ermita, Manila
on Dec. 13, 2012.

Plans and Programs for 2013
Moving forward, the CSPC will undertake the following activities for 2013:
1. Localization of the 3rd CPCP
2. Forum on “Sahod Lampin”
3. Launch and capacity building on the Multi-stakeholders’ Protocol on Case
Management of Children’s Cases
4. Development of a Child Protection Policy of its member agencies
5. Capacity Building Activities for Service Providers
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Special Task Force to Address Extralegal Killings and
Enforced Disappearances
On 22 November 2012, Administrative Order No. 35 was issued by the Office of the President
“Creating the Inter-Agency Committee on Extra-Legal Killings, Enforced Disappearances,
Torture and Other Grave Violations on the Right to Life, Liberty and Security of Persons”.
The Inter-Agency Committee is chaired by Secretary of Justice with members composed
of the heads of the Presidential Human Rights Committee, the Department of the Interior
and Local Government (DILG), the Department of National Defense (DND), the Office of the
Presidential Adviser on the Peace Process (OPAPP), the Office of the Presidential Adviser on
Political Affairs (OPAPA), the Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP), the Philippine National
Police (PNP), and the National Bureau of Investigation (NBI).
Among other functions, the Committee shall undertake the inventory of all cases of extralegal killings, enforced disappearances, torture, and other grave violations of the right to
life, liberty, and security of persons, perpetrated by state and non-state forces, as well as the
investigation and prosecution of new cases.
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Corrections

The Corrections Cluster includes agencies involved in the deterrence, restraint and
rehabilitation of criminal offenders and their eventual restoration, as well as compensation
for victims of violent crimes and unjust imprisonment.
a. Safekeeping and rehabilitation of offenders: The Bureau of Corrections (BUCOR) ensures
that national prisoners serve their sentence and are rehabilitated while in custody to
prepare them for reintegration into the mainstream society.
b. Pardon, parole and probation: The Board of Pardons and Parole (BPP) grants parole to
qualified offenders and recommends pardon/Executive Clemency. The Parole and
Probation Administration (PPA) conducts pre-parole and probation investigation and
supervises offenders granted parole, pardon and probation as well as first-time minor
drug offenders for rehabilitation and reintegration.
c. Victims compensation: The government provides monetary compensation for victims
of violent crimes and unjust imprisonment through the Victims Compensation Program
implemented by the Board of Claims (BOC).
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Bureau of Corrections
MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR
It is an honor and a privilege for us to be part of the DOJ family, and
to be included in the publication of the 2012 Annual Accomplishment
Report of the Department of Justice. Anchored on DOJ’s vision and
strategic goals, the Bureau of Corrections (BuCor) has implemented
various programs and activities to strengthen prison security, improve
reformation services for inmates, and promote the career advancement
of BuCor personnel. Closer coordination with other agencies of the Justice and Corrections
Pillar have also brought a more holistic and innovative approach in the management of
prisons and inmates.
With the passage of Republic Act 10575, otherwise known as the “Corrections Act of 2013,
the Bureau has found greater impetus to pursue long-term and sustainable reforms, and
undertake initiatives that would help strengthen the Corrections Pillar under our Criminal
Justice System.
Under the principle leadership of the Secretary of Justice, the Bureau will continue to work
double time to promote human rights-based approaches and the tenets of restorative justice
in all aspects of correctional administration.
Franklin Jesus B. Bucayu
Director

REPORT
For over a century now, the BuCor continues to struggle in coping with the demands and
challenges of modern penology. It is continuously instituting reforms that seek to provide
better correctional services to inmates and reformation programs that benefit not only the
inmates but employees of BuCor as well.
In 2012, BuCor maintained a total of 37,251 prisoners, distributed in its seven (7) prisons and
penal farms, 5,506, of which were admitted in the said year. 77% of these admissions are
categorized as first time offenders and were committed directly from courts while 23% as
re-offenders. In 2012, 4,183 inmates were released from BuCor custody.
As of December 2012, BuCor has a total of 2,328 filled positions (784 or 25% vacancies)
composed of 1,655 custodial officers and 673 civilian personnel. The increasing inmate
population widens the gap of inmate and custodial officers since BuCor operates on a 24/7
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Inmates attending their
classes under BuCor’s
educational program

basis where guard deployment is three (3) shifts per day. The actual guard to inmate ratio
as of December 31, 2012 is 1:68. For 2012, the Department of Budget and Management
approved the hiring of five hundred (500) new Prison Guard 1 positions that will augment
the manpower of the BuCor. Out of the total five hundred (500) new appointments, one
hundred five (105) were already approved by the Justice Secretary while the remaining three
hundred ninety-five (395) are still under review and evaluation at the DOJ.
Over-all congestion rate in BuCor prison facilities is totaled at 110%, with Leyte Regional
Prison as the most congested at 229%, followed by Iwahig Prison and Penal Farm in Palawan
at 198%. All other operating prisons are congested except San Ramon Prison and Penal Farm
in Zamboanga City. The continuous transfer of inmates to other prison and penal farms and
military camps is part of the efforts to decongest the Muntinlupa main prison. In 2012, a total
of 918 qualified inmates were transferred to other operating prisons to provide manpower to
improve the agro-production capability in the penal farms.
A total of 81 escapees was reported from January to December 2012, majority of which were
inmates of Minimum Security Classification who were allowed to work outside the prison
dormitories. With the intensified search operations, 54 escapees were recovered.
Rehabilitating Offenders
		
In 2012, the annual average expense per inmate was computed at P19,717.00 or P1,643.00
per inmate per month. This includes food, medicine, laundry soap, T-shirts, mess kit, and
other basic needs.
To further improve services on reformation process, re-evaluation of the reformation program
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was conducted. More comprehensive reformation programs will be launched by BuCor for
2013. Strategic action plans has been designed to ensure the effective implementation and
results. Each inmate shall have an Individual Reformation Scorecard wherein all reformation
programs he shall undergo will be recorded therein duly certified by the respective
Reformation Officer. This scorecard shall form part of the inmates prison record or carpeta.
For the year, inmates’ participation in the education program is higher by 19% compared to
the previous year enrollees. Around 48% of the inmate population participated in various
sports activities with the support of Non Government Organizations (NGOs) and Private
Volunteer Organizations, and about 72% in religious activities. A total of 124,411 health
services were provided to inmates in custody. Deaths in custody for 2012 is 455, 3% lower in
2011. Mortality rate is 1.22% of the total population. Improvements on medical capacity of
colonies are being implemented within the available BuCor resources. Seriously-ill inmates
are monitored closely.
Employment rate for 2012 is 23% of the population. Employment opportunities are enhanced
through the prison-based private ventures. Inmate-workers in TADECO received an average
monthly compensation of P5,175.00 while inmates working in prison agro-industries were
compensated as much as P300.00. Prisoners assigned to various offices to work as utility
workers were paid from 100 to 200 pesos a month.
Plans and Programs for 2013
Moving forward, the CSPC will undertake the following activities for 2013:
1. Pursue Safe, Secure and Humane Prison Conditions
»» Implement full computerization of inmates’ records system through the NJIS
»» Strengthening security measures through provision and improvement of
security facilities, systems and procedures
»» Rehabilitation of electrical distribution line
»» Upgrading of the reformation services and programs
2. Expand Post Release Opportunities
»» Establishment of additional half-way houses in penal colonies
»» Develop re-integration programs for inmates due for release
»» Expand engagements with stakeholders and other agencies for livelihood,
education and skills development of inmates and to provide jobs after release
3. Professional and Accountable Corrections Administration
»» Establishment of Corrections Academy
»» Continues hiring and extensive trainings for personnel development
4. Improved Resource Management
»» Increased land use in the penal farms
»» Develop eco-tourism
»» Land titling of all BuCor lands
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Board of Pardons and Parole
Regular consultation
and following up of
pending cases

The Board of Pardons and Parole (BPP) is tasked with looking into the physical, mental and
moral records of prisoners who are eligible for parole, and to determine the proper time of
their release. It is the recommendatory arm of the President in granting pardon and other
forms of executive clemency.
In 2012, the BPP posted a 97.29% disposition rate for cases involving parole and
recommendations for executive clemency. Of the 11,585 carpetas for disposition, 11,271 were
acted upon. Either resolutions were issued for parole and executive clemency, or carpetas
were returned to the Bureau of Corrections for being premature.
BPP received and handled 1,765 Summary Reports in 2012. Of this, 1,680 were either issued
resolutions or acknowledged, filed, or verified, achieving 95.18% disposition rate. In the case
of Infraction Reports and Requests for Transfer of Residence, 407 of 435 (93.56%) infraction
reports and 405 of 432 (93.75%) requests for transfer of residence were acted upon.
BPP also processed petitions for parole and executive clemency and attended to personal
follow-ups by prisoners’ relatives and other interested parties on the status of filed petitions.
In 2012, BPP released replies to 13,308 petitions and attended to 6,309 follow-ups.
Despite the inadequacy in manpower, IT and office equipment, BPP endeavors to increase
the disposition of prisoners’ carpetas, and schedule more visits to penal colonies and local
jails to interview prisoners and facilitate their timely release and reintegration to society.
The BPP shall also pursue its institutional reforms, such as the strengthening of its performance
monitoring system and the implementation of document tracking system for the effective
and expeditious monitoring of flow of documents.
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Parole and Probation Administration
MESSAGE FROM THE ADMINISTRATOR
Justice is an innate spark in every man’s conscience, and even as he
deals with his fellowmen, the meaning of justice is laid down. Within
the bounds of man’s rights and responsibilities, justice is administered.
Justice, truth, and freedom are the operative by-words upon which the
administration of men and the larger society depend.
It is in this spirit that I greet the DOJ as it marks its 116th Anniversary.
Indeed, this is a significant milestone, one tinged with love and compassion, with hope and
encouragement.
It cannot be denied that the Department of Justice is committed to prevent, detect,
investigate, and prosecute crimes and reform offenders; render adequate and efficient legal
service to government and deserving indigent low-income litigants; enforce citizenship
and immigration laws; maintain an effective system of land registration; and secure equal
justice under the law.
The effectiveness of this commitment depend upon the quality and extent of the work
performed, and the services rendered by the officials and employees of the Department.
These challenges require that all workers who come into personal contact with the grassroots
— to man and his community — discharge their responsibilities with conscientious concern
and genuine interest in their well-being. The records of the Department show that these
challenges have been courageously met and successfully faced.
And so, as we face the years ahead, the Administration reiterates our support in providing the
source of justice to the weak and solace to the underprivileged, a ready friend and protector
of the common man, and a sensitive instrument of his advancement and not of his captivity.
Congratulations and more power to the great men and women of the Department.
Manuel G. Co
Administrator

REPORT
True to its mandate to conserve and redeem convicted offenders and prisoners who are under
the probation and parole system, the PPA has effectively administered its rehabilitation
program through its community-based three-pronged approach. Restorative Justice as its
philosophical foundation, Therapeutic Community as the treatment modality, and Volunteer
Probation Aides as lead community resource.
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Regional Directors,
Assistant Regional
Directors, Officers-InCharge and Division
Chiefs participated
in group workshops
conducted during the
PPA’s 2012 Strategic
Planning Conference in
Tagaytay City.

Three-Pronged Approach:
Restorative Justice (RJ): RJ is a philosophy and a process whereby stakeholders in a specific
offense resolve collectively in dealing with the aftermath of the offense and its implications.
In 2012, the RJ program has involved 1,705 clients for mediation, 3,392 for conferencing and
252 for Circle of Support. PPA facilitated the payment and remittance of civil liabilities to
victims and heirs of victims the amount of P11.2 million.
To develop a sense of belonging, cooperation, involvement and responsibility, clients were
required to participate in the tree-planting activities, which include the nurturing and
maintenance of saplings. This year, 303,846 trees of different species were planted by 25,327
clients. Likewise, 32,825 clients were mobilized to render services like river bed and coastal
clean-ups in their respective neighborhoods, with the goal of repairing their damaged
relationship with the community.
Therapeutic Community (TC): TC is a socialized self-help social learning treatment model used
in the rehabilitation of drug offenders and other clients with behavioral problems. It was
founded on such precepts as responsible love and concern, honesty, humility, forgiveness,
pride in quality, and no free lunch. Its overall goal is to move clients from “wrong living” to
“right living”.
In 2012, all 226 field offices were implementing the Therapeutic Community modality for
clients. It involved clients who were capable of participating in the program during their
period of supervision. A total of 28,595 clients were referred to government agencies and
private benefactors for job placement, vocational skills training, formal education, and adult
education.
The Volunteer Probation Aide (VPA) Program: VPA Program, which commenced on October
11, 2005 with the issuance of Executive Order No. 468, is a strategy by which the PPA may
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generate maximum citizen participation or community involvement. Citizens of good
standing in the community may volunteer to assist the Probation and Parole Officers (PPO)
in the supervision of probationers, parolees and conditional pardonees in their respective
communities.
In collaboration with the PPO, VPA helps pave the way for the healing of the offender,
victim, and community from the harm resulting from the crime done. To date there are
11,851 appointed VPAs whose appointments were duly noted by the Secretary of Justice.
Government Savings through Probation and Parole
The Philippine probation and parole system is mandated to “provide a less costly alternative
to the imprisonment of offenders”. For CY 2012, the government should have spent
P576,781,427.00 to 44,105 probationers, parolees and pardonees. However, through
probation, P230,340,072 was saved by the national government excluding expenses for the
construction of additional prison facilities, additional number of guards among others.
Jail Visitation and Decongestion Program
The DOJ, through the Corrections Cluster, continuously commit to sustain the Program.
Initially launched in 1993 to relieve the overcrowding of the country’s jails and to alleviate
misery among inmates who live in subhuman conditions, the program has reinvented its
services with the addition of medical, dental, and optical missions.
The Legal and Medical Jail Visitation and Decongestion Program of the PAO-Central Office
has provided various assistance to a total of 16,292 beneficiaries. This consists of 2,894
legal beneficiaries, 4,523 medical beneficiares, 839 optical beneficiaries, and 1,217 dental
assistance beneficiaries. PAO has also facilitated the release of 6,819 inmates through the
Program.
On 28-31 March 2012, BPP visited the Davao Prison and Penal Farm and Correctional
Institutional for Women-Mindanao, both in the province of Davao Del Norte. A total of 747
inmates were interviewed for possible grant of parole and recommendation for executive
clemency, of which 308 were found to be qualified for parole and executive clemency.
Victims Compensation Program
The Victims Compensation Program (VCP), administered by the BOC provides a legislated
amount of monetary compensation to victims of unjust imprisonment or detention and
victims who suffered injustice from government and lawlessness in society.
From January to December 2012, VCP had a total of 2,666 applications for disposition, wherein
2,320 were acted upon and 405 pending at the end of the period, having a disposition rate of
87.02%. A total of 1,915 victims of violent crimes were granted monetary compensation by
the VCP.
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The legal services cluster consists of agencies mandated to provide for the various forms of
legal services to government, its corporations and the public.
a. Legal services for the government: The Office of the Chief State Counsel (OCSC) assists
the Secretary of Justice in the discharge of functions as Attorney General. The Office of
the Solicitor General (OSG) and Office of the Government Corporate Counsel (OGCC)
serve as legal counsel of the government and its corporations, respectively.
b. Free legal assistance for the public: The Public Attorney’s Office (PAO) provides free
legal services primarily to indigents, other qualified persons and, in the exigency of the
service, to other persons when called upon by proper government authorities subject to
existing laws, rules and regulations.
c. Land registration: The Land Registration Authority (LRA), through its quasi-judicial
and regulatory functions, protects the legal rights of land owners by implementing the
Torrens system of land titling and registration.
d. Asset recovery: The Presidential Commission on Good Government (PCGG) recovers
and administers ill-gotten wealth of former President Ferdinand Marcos, among other
related legal functions.
e. Alternative dispute resolution: The Office for Alternative Dispute Resolution (OADR)
is mandated to promote, develop and expand the use of alternative dispute resolution
mechanisms in the private and the public sectors.

LEGAL SERVICES

DOJ Undersecretary
Francisco F. Baraan III
delivers the opening
remarks during the
Workshop on the Draft
Proposed Amended
Philippine Extradition
Law held on October 29
and 30, 2012 at Crown
Plaza Hotel in Quezon
City, jointly organized
by the Department of
Justice and the United
Nations Office on Drugs
and Crime (UNODC).

Office of the Chief State Counsel
For CY 2012, the Office of the Chief State Counsel (OCSC) rendered, upon request of
national government functionaries, including the Office of the President, various legislative
committees, as well as officials of the DOJ, two hundred thirty-one (231) opinions, memoranda,
comments, and legal studies on difficult questions of law attending the performance of their
respective functions, which opinions have economic, social and political implications.
It has also prepared 15,096 decisions, orders, and resolutions in aid of the Secretary of
Justice’s exercise of authority, one hundred thirty-four (134) replies and/or legal advice at
the instance of private parties and minor government officials and employees, and 1,161 legal
studies as well as working drafts for ad hoc bodies and committees.
Significant Opinions, Comments, and Studies Rendered on Foreign Loans
1. Request for clearance in connection with Loan Agreement regarding proposed 20.493
Million Euro, Australian Assisted Bureau of Fire Protection Capability Program.
2. Department of Finance’s request for opinion regarding Republic’s Global Dollar
Bond Issuance.
3. Request for comments on the draft loan agreement for the proposed US$30 Million
loan from the OPEC fund for International Development (OFID) in support of the
Road Sector Institutional Development and Investment Program
4. Request for study on the three (3) options regarding NorthRail Project.
5. DOF request for seven (7) legal opinions in connection with loans of the Republic
from JICA concerning forest land management project.
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Office of the Solicitor General
MESSAGE FROM THE SOLICITOR GENERAL
I am pleased to present the 2012 Annual Report of the Department of
Justice which underscores the exemplary performance of the Department
and its attached agencies.
We look forward to a more fruitful year with a renewed zeal and
commitment to uphold our mandate and the Rule of Law. Together,
let us continue to work towards the progressive advancement of our
programs and services so that we may better serve our Government and the Filipino people
with a more transparent and responsive public service.
Thank you.
Francis H. Jardeleza
Solicitor General

REPORT
The Office of the Solicitor General (OSG) represents the Government of the Philippines, its
agencies and instrumentalities and its officials and agents in any litigation, proceeding,
investigation or matter requiring the services of lawyers. As Tribune of the People, the
OSG acts and represents the Republic and/or the People before any court, tribunal, body or
commission in any matter, action or proceedings which, in his opinion, affects the welfare
of the people as the ends of justice may require. Thus, the duty of the OSG is to defend the
interests of the Republic and to advocate the rule of law as fulcrum in advancing the interests
of the Government and the rights of all the People of the Republic.
In 2012, OSG was manned by 226 legal staff out of 421 plantilla positions (194 or 46%
vacancies). There were also 399 support staff out of the 567 authorized positions (168 or
30% vacancies). The vacancy rate, especially for lawyer positions, is quite high. Since staff
expansion is one of the main thrusts in 2013, an improvement in the legal services can be
expected once hiring of legal and support staff is completed.
For CY 2012, the number of OSG cases resolved by the various courts is 35,434, which
represents a 36% improvement from the last year’s 26,001 resolved cases.
At the end of the year, OSG rendered 83,104 legal services where, 13,627 pertains to briefs,
comments, petitions, complaints, reports and other pleadings filed; 30,174 instructions sent
to prosecutors who are deputized; and 30,055 official communications sent to its various
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OSG’s Third Executive
Meeting with Secretary
Leila M. De Lima

clients (e.g. courts, government agencies and the general public).
The Solicitor General chairs the Special Committee on Naturalization (SCN) created pursuant
to Republic Act No. 9139 or the Administrative Naturalization Law of 2000. The Committee
is primarily responsible for approval and/or denial of applications for naturalization. From
2001 to 2011, the Committee received a total of five hundred thirty-two (532) applications
for naturalization, out of which, four hundred thirty-eight (438) applicants took their oath
as naturalized Filipino citizens, upon final approval by the SCN.
The OSG is also handling cases to help the government remove legal obstacles that may
impede its development agenda for the country and the people. The year 2012 for the OSG is
highlighted by various sensational cases including the case of Manuel K. Amalilio of Aman
Futures Group Philippines, Inc. involving a P12 billion worth of syndicated estafa, defense
cases for the Secretary of Justice by the Ampatuans regarding the Maguindanao Massacre,
and the Bureau of Customs versus Pilipinas Shell Corporation involving tax case, and other
significant cases.
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Office of the Government Corporate Counsel
MESSAGE FROM THE GOVERNMENT CORPORATE COUNSEL
The passage of Republic Act No. 10149 (GOCC Governance Act of
2011) highlighted the special role of the GOCC sector as economic
tools and major players in the various undertakings - from gaming to
infrastructure, from communications to trade, from agriculture to
water, from banking to financial services, from housing to healthcare,
and in many other areas.
The carving out of this unique and dynamic sector unwittingly carried with it the call for
an efficient and competent arm to provide the much needed legal services. It was both an
imperative and a challenge - which the OGCC willingly met head-on.
Thus, with the GOCC sector throbbing with vitality in 2012, the OGCC’s work output
increased by 21% (compared to 2010), and 14.2% (compared to 2011). Amidst this increasing
demand for its attention and service, the OGCC continued to steadfastly perform it mandate,
provide creative solutions, and initiate practical innovations. Its zero backlog in opinion
and contract review was expanded to also include the administrative cases that it handles.
Its legal staff was better guided on how to perform their work with the launching of the
OGCC Lawyers’ Manual. The synergy forged between OGCC and GOCC lawyers was further
strengthened with the launching of various joint activities and trainings. In sum, 2012 has
yielded additional modest reforms under the OGCC’s ABC Formula: Able Lawyers, Better
Service, and Clearer Rules.
Enshrined on these pages is the OGCC’s humble contribution to the Department’s continuing
efforts to render fast, efficient, and reliable service, with the end view of promoting justice
for all.
Raoul C. Creencia
Government Corporate Counsel

REPORT
As the principal and statutory law office of government-owned and controlled corporations,
government corporate entities, their subsidiaries, corporate offsprings, government
instrumentalities with corporate powers and government acquired asset corporations, the
Office of the Government Corporate Counsel (OGCC) is mandated to render efficient and
competent legal service and promptly meet the legal needs of these government entities.
In 2012, OGCC released a total of three hundred seventy-two (372) opinions, four hundred
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sixty-eight (468) contract reviews, 1,659 pleadings, 2,158 letters and 129 orders, while its
lawyers attended a total of 1,703 hearings. With regard to cases handled, at the beginning of
the year, the OGCC had a carry-over of 3,586 cases from 2011. In 2012, 309 new cases were
referred for handling, in which 125 cases were terminated, hence, a total of 3,770 cases being
handled.
Major Accomplishments
Zero-backlog in administrative cases. It will be recalled that in February 2011, OGCC achieved
a zero-backlog in opinions and contract reviews. In June 2012, it posted another milestone
– the eradication of backlogs in administrative cases being handled for the GOCC sector. The
Office disposed the 48 backlog cases by resolving two cases each week for six months. From
July to December 2012, an additional nine cases were disposed, for a total of 57 disposed
cases.
Launched of the OGCC Lawyer’s Manual. The Lawyer’s manual is a compilation of all office
orders and circulars issued from 2011 to 2012, aimed at improving the work flow of lawyers,
directing the use of specific and customized forms, reiterating lawyers’ duties, and clarifying
their role as lawyers of the GOCC sector.
Systems and Procedures Manual soft launched during the OGCC 77th Anniversary.The manual
covers specific guidelines on the processes to be followed in the area of finance, cashier,
personnel, property and procurement, library and records, among others.
Challenges
The continuing challenge of the OGCC is to competently, efficiently, expeditiously, and
cost-effectively provide legal and other services to all government-owned and controlled
corporations, and to supervise the legal units of these corporations. Performing this mandate
of protecting the government corporations’ legal interests, given its portfolio of about US$141
billion, is a huge challenge vis-à-vis the low OGCC lawyer-government corporation ratio.
The OGCC is the statutory counsel of 152 GOCCs and six hundred forty-eight (648) water
districts, or a total of eight hundred (800) legal entities. Of this, almost four hundred (400) of
them are actively seeking the services of the OGCC. As it happened, OGCC has one hundred
twenty-six (126) plantilla positions only composed of fifty-seven (57) lawyer positions and
sixty-nine (69) administrative staff.
Surely, the expected increase in the activities of client government corporations (GCs), not
to mention the increase in the number of corporations themselves, will necessarily result
in more requests for legal services owing to the complexity of the GCs’ respective mandate
and functions. To address these challenges and to continue to competently, efficiently,
expeditiously, and cost-effectively serve these GCs, the creation of additional plantilla
positions must be pursued with the Department of Budget and Management, if not through
the passage of a modern OGCC Charter.
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PAO Chief in action
during the Jail Visitation
Program

Public Attorney’s Office (Legal Services)
Aside from its public defense function, the public attorneys and staff of the PAO-Central
Office, on scheduled duties, have alternately been providing legal counseling and inquest
proceedings assistance on a 24/7 basis. From January to December 2012, a total of 11,386
clients benefited from this service consisting of inquest assistance, legal advise, counseling
and documentation.
PAO also renders mediation and conciliation services as part of its quasi-judicial function. In
2012, it handled a total of 421,796 disputes and resolved a total of 298,232 thereof. Likewise,
a total of 120,915 clients were assisted by PAO in its barangay outreach activities conducted.
The PAO, cognizant of its social responsibility distributed relief goods and medicines to the
victims of typhoon Pablo in Davao City. It also provided legal assistance in the preparation of
Affidavits of Loss, reconstitution of titles and other legal documents for victims who were in
need of the same. Three hundred thirty-seven (337) individuals benefitted from the medical
and legal assistance rendered by the PAO.
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Land Registration Authority
MESSAGE FROM THE ADMINISTRATOR
It is with great pride and honor that we extend our warmest greetings and
congratulations to the Department of Justice family for its remarkable
accomplishments for the Calendar Year 2012 under the leadership of the
Honorable Secretary, Leila M. De Lima.
The Authority’s 2012 Annual Report proudly states the important
accomplishment of the LRA workforce on the Land Titling
Computerization Project, on the Task Force Titulong Malinis, and on Good Governance
Reforms.
In commend the competence and dedication of the Land Registration Authority’s men and
women who made significant contributions to all our efforts, particularly to the Land Titling
Computerization Project, which aims to automate land titling processes in order to ensure
trustworthy and efficient land records.
I assure the Filipino people that we will continue with our initiatives to provide them with
efficient and effective service as our contribution to the progress of the country.
Mabuhay tayong lahat!
Eulalio C. Diaz III
Administrator

REPORT
In furtherance of the Land Registration Authorty (LRA) mandate in the protection of the
integrity of our Torrens System of land titling and registration, and in consonance with the
commitment of the President towards “Daang Matuwid”, the agency’s accomplishments
for 2012 is highlighted by its three major thrusts: (1) Land Titling Computerization Project
(LTCP), (2) Drive against fake land titles, and (3) Professionalism in the bureaucracy.
Land Titling Computerization Project
Relative to LRA’s mission to preserve the stability and integrity of land ownership and
maintain the trust and confidence of the public in the Torrens System, the LTCP was
developed. The LTCP is the most important agency project to date. It enables the quick and
secured registration of land titles in the country through the application of the state-of
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Postive Organizational
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“Anti Red Tape Act of
2007 (ARTA)” held on
May 10, 2012 at the NIA
Conference Hall, NIA
Building, East Avenue,
Diliman Q.C.

the-art information technology. It aims at ensuring the security of land titles and related
documents, preventing the issuance of dubious, duplicate (double) and overlapping titles
and providing speedy lot status verification with a feature on anytime and anywhere query
on land research.
As of end of 2012, more than 20 million titles or 85% have already been encoded and about
21.8 million titles or 91% scanned nationwide. There are now one hundred eighteen (118)
Registries of Deeds operating “On-Line” all over the country.
Drive Against Fake Land Titles
A total of one hundred forty four (144) cases for Task Force Titulong Malinis (TFTM) were
docketed in CY 2012. During the same year, there were sixty-four (64) approved reports; one
hundred nineteen (119) with ongoing investigations being conducted by TFTM investigators;
fifteen (15) are closed cases with one (1) case forwarded to the OSG, and forty-six (46) cases
to the NBI, while the remaining eight (8) cases are still in the files of TFTM Secretariat for
transmittal to appropriate agency. Only twenty-one (21) titles, confiscated or voluntarily
surrendered, were investigated in CY 2012.
Professionalism in the Bureaucracy
In CY 2012, more than four hundred (400) LRA employees from the Central Office and from
different Registries of Deeds were given opportunities to attend various trainings, seminars,
workshops, and other similar events. At least some one hundred (110) Assignment Orders
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were issued for all these events. Some of the important activities attended by LRA employees
are in the area of Gender and Development; Computer, Data and Information Management;
Geodetic Engineering, Professionalism in Public Service; and other related activities.
As to the implementation of anti-corruption measures, LRA conducted an internal audit for
financial stewardship, implemented the Integrity Development Review (IDR), and complied
with the Anti-Red Tape Act (ARTA) through posting of its Citizen’s Charter and establishment
of a Public Assistance and Complaints Desk (PACD).
In CY 2012, there were nine (9) complaints lodged against LRA employees. Only one has
been so far resolved with the desistance letter submitted by the complainants, while the
remaining complaints are still pending with PACD. The PACD and the Public Relations and
Information Section (PRIS) received more than 5,014 recorded follow-ups on transactions
with the use of Electronic Primary Entry Book (EPEB) numbers; 4,678 phone calls; and
seventy-one (71) recorded walk-in inquiries.
Major Accomplishment
LRA has consistently exceeded its yearly income target. For CY 2012, it exceeded its income
target of P3.87 billion by 27% or a total of P1.05 billion. The total revenues collected by the
agency at the end of the year was P4.92 billion.
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Presidential Commission on Good Government
MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN
On the 28th of February 2013, the Commission ushered in its 27th year.
For an ad hoc agency that was not envisioned to last this long, every
anniversary has become both a milestone and a reminder. Its “birthday”
recalls its historic creation as the first official act under our newly
restored democracy in 1986, and was welcomed as the pivotal first step
towards the transition from dictatorship to democracy.
But such yearly commemoration also reminds us to make the most of our limited time,
especially that given the current favorable environment marked by an administration bent
on good governance and reform, an economy progressing at a prodigious pace, and a people
filled with renewed hope.
Together with our siblings in the DOJ family, the PCGG is committed to doing its part for the
betterment of our people and the Republic. We are proud to walk beside all of you along the
straight path of good governance.
Andres D. Bautista
Chairman

REPORT
The PCGG was created by virtue of Executive Order No. 1 of then President Corazon C.
Aquino on February 28, 1986. Its primary mandate is to assist the President in the recovery of
ill-gotten wealth of former President Ferdinand E. Marcos, his immediate family, relatives,
subordinates and close associates, whether here or abroad, investigation of corruption cases
as the President may assign and the adoption of safeguards to ensure that the aforementioned
practices shall not be repeated, and to institute adequate measures to prevent the occurrence
of corruption.
Cash Recoveries
For CY 2012, PCGG has remitted to the Bureau of the Treasury (BTr) more than P57 billion,
representing remittance of rentals of PCGG property, Philippine National Bank (PNB) funds
and remittances for credit to the account of the Agrarian reform Fund, Fund 158 of the
Comprehensive Agrarian Reform Program (CARP) and rentals and dividend proceeds for
credit to the Escrow Fund Account.
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The Commission has successfully conducted the sale through public bidding of the Hanz
Menzi property in the amount of P93.02 million, which was 150% above the floor prize of
P37 million. It secured the Privatization Council’s (PrC) approval for the sale through public
bidding of the J.Y. Campos Compound and Banaue Inn Compound properties with a total
floor prize of P160.19 million.
PCGG have also submitted documentary requirements for purposes of getting Investment
Unlimited Incorporated funds from Land Bank of the Philippines involving the amount of
P30 million. It has remitted to the Bureau of the Treasury a portion of the Contingency/
Litigation Fund deposited P440 million with the PNB after the New York Appellate Court’s
judgment to forfeit said funds from the Arelma account in favor of the Philippines. The funds
will be used to augment the budget of the government for utilization of CARP.
Remittances to the Comprehensive Agrarian Reform Program
As mandated under Section 63 (b), Chapter XIV of Republic Act No. 6657, otherwise known
as “The Comprehensive Agrarian Reform Law”, the PCGG remitted the net proceeds of the
disposal of surrendered assets to the BTr for the account of CARP from 1987 to present more
than P86.69 billion. These remittances were used to implement CARP related projects,
such as: construction of farm to market roads, bridges, irrigation facilities, acquisition of
post harvest facilities, rural electrification, potable water supply, school buildings, credit
assistance, 2,056 scholarships, 1,784 Agrarian Reform Communities nationwide, 5,053
farmer organizations formed with 497,293 members, and other related agricultural projects.
PCGG has recovered and transferred to the Department of Agrarian Reform Program 1,650
hectares of agricultural land which were distributed to farmer beneficiaries of Cavite
and Laguna. Another vast area in Biliran Province consisting of 1,407 hectares had been
transferred to the provincial government and distributed to legitimate farmer beneficiaries
of the province.
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Office for Alternative Dispute Resolution
MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
The year 2012 proved to be very prolific for the Office of Alternative
Dispute Resolution (OADR). Consistent with its mandate to promote,
develop, and expand the use of Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR)
in the public and private sectors, the OADR, in partnership with private
ADR organizations and private ADR practitioners, conducted various
trainings, seminars and conferences in the various government agencies.
It is also worthy to note that the OADR had been able to develop and
finalize ADR-related issuance which are in keeping with the mandate of the Office to assist
the government in monitoring, studying, and evaluating the use of ADR by the public and
private sectors.
The Honorable Secretary of Justice Leila M. De Lima, in her Keynote Speech delivered on the
occasion of the OADR’s Anniversary Celebration in December, emphasized that the OADR
is the only government agency which can be considered a cultural agent in securing the
change of mindset and shift of paradigm for units not only in the DOJ, but also in the bigger
public and private sectors. She also mentioned that the ADR is the next big thing which
will impact on all legal and business processes in the country; thus, it is imperative that the
OADR must not only be in the middle or periphery of the ADR movement, but also a strong
and visionary leader amongst ADR Practitioners.
Given the policy directions of the Secretary, clearly, a lot is expected from the OADR. As a
response, the OADR will ensure that the said policy directions are complied with.
Bernadette C. Ongoco
OIC, Executive Director

REPORT
The Office for Alternative Dispute Resolution (OADR) is an office attached to the DOJ, by
virtue of Republic Act No. 9285, otherwise known as the “Alternative Dispute Resolution
Act of 2004”.
Consistent with its mandate to assist the government to monitor, study and evaluate the use
of Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) by the public and private sectors, the OADR, with
assistance from the American Bar Association-Rule of Law Initiative (ABA-ROLI), developed
and finalized the “Accreditation Guidelines for Alternative Dispute Resolution Provider
Organizations and Training Standards for Alternative Dispute Resolution Practitioners”
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The Office for
Alternative Dispute
Resolution (OADR) in
cooperation with The
Conflict Resolution
(CoRe) Group conducts
Mediation Training
Course for the first
batch of candidates for
mediation which helps
to promote, develop and
expand the use of ADR
in the private and public
sectors held at the City
Garden Suites, Ermita,
Manila on Dec. 3-7,
2012.

(Department Circular No. 49, s. 2012) which was signed by the Justice Secretary and launched
on 17 August 2012 at the Shangri-La, Makati.
The OADR also spearheaded the signing of Executive Order No. 97 by His Excellency President
Benigno S. Aqunio III on October 18, 2012. This conferred upon the OADR the management,
development, coordination and oversight of ADR Programs in the Executive Department
and for other purposes. Pursuant to Executive Order No. 97, each agency under the
Executive Department shall regularly submit to the OADR, reports, information, feedback
and recommendations on the status of their respective ADR plans, programs and policies to
assist the OADR in fulfilling its mandate.
To keep abreast with the practice of ADR in other jurisdictions, the OADR participated in the
following local and international activities:
1. Regular sessions of Working Groups II (Arbitration and Conciliation) and III (Online
Dispute Resolution) of the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law;
2. Singapore Institute of Arbitrators (SIARB) Commercial Arbitration Symposium 2012
3. National Mediation Conference 2012
4. ADR in Asia Conference
5. 2nd Annual GAR Live in Asia Conference 2012
6. Asia-Pacific Mediation Conference 2012: Mediation and its Impact on National Legal
Systems
7. International Conference on Alternative Dispute resolution
8. Regional Arbitral Institute Forum (RAIF) Conference on International Arbitration
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9. Strategic Conflict Management for Professionals
10. Study visit of the OADR to Singapore ADR Organizations
On December 4, 2012, President Aquino signed Proclamation No. 518 declaring 19th
of December of every year as “National ADR Day.” This declaration coincided with the
programmed activities for the 2012 OADR Anniversary Celebration with the theme “Helping
Resolve Conflicts, Restoring Relationships”.
Trainings and Seminars
1. The Law and Practice of Domestic and International Commercial Arbitration”
in partnership with ABA-ROLI, the United States Agency for International
Development (USAID) and the Philippine Dispute Resolution Center, Inc. (PDRCI),
participated by lawyers from the DOJ Legal Staff, Office of the Solicitor general,
Office of the Government Corporate Counsel and the OADR.
2. “Trainings on Restorative Justice and the Katarungang Pambarangay Training System
for Lupong Tagapamayapa” in Bataan, Pampanga and Batangas, in partnership with
the National Barangay Operations Office (NBOO) of the Department of Interior and
Local Government.
3. “Mediation Training Course” for thirty-three (33) qualified participants from both
public and private sectors, in partnership with the Conflict Resolution (CoRe) Group.
The purpose is to initiate the process of accreditation of mediation practitioners to
comply with the mediation training requirement under the OADR Accreditation
Guidelines.
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Criminal Code Committee
The work of the Criminal Code Committee (CCC) has reached a significant milestone with
the completion of the draft Book 1 of the new Criminal Code. From 2011 to 2012, various
activities consisting of experts and focused group meetings, writeshops, roadshows and
public forums were conducted that led to this accomplishment. Accordingly, Book 1 was
duly noted and approved by the President for transmittal to Congress.
Way Forward
For 2013, the CCC expects an even higher level of participation and engagement from
stakeholders during the drafting of Book 2, which defines specific crimes and provides for
their corresponding penalties. As the work progress in this stage, the CCC recognizes that
more complex issues require more studies and meetings, such as outlining and collating of
more than 400 laws that will have to be integrated into the new Criminal Code. To enhance
efficiency of work, the CCC commits to conduct legal research and comparative law analysis
with other international criminal law entities.
Noteworthy, the Department was instrumental in the conduct of the 1st National Justice
Summit (NCJS) in 2011, participated in by justice sector officials and private sector stakeholders
in the criminal justice system. Thus, the 2nd NCJS is proposed for 2015 to intensify the thrust
and progress of the CCC’s crafting of the criminal code, in the context of improving criminal
justice administration in the country. Accordingly, the CCC envisions that a new Criminal
Code bill will be endorsed to the Congress and its passage into law on or before 2016.
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National Justice Information System
The National Justice Information System (NJIS) is envisioned to be a seamless knowledgebased and knowledge-driven database, interphase and portal that will solve the information
gaps and address collaboration issues in the criminal justice system. It is anchored on
a national connectivity platform that links justice sector agencies for a holistic approach
to crime prevention and resolution. The NJIS design is consistent with the cluster system
framework of the DOJ which consists of the following:
1. Law Enforcement Cluster: NBI, BI, PNP, PDEA, DOJ-NPS, PAO, Bureau of Jail
Management and Penology (BJMP) and Provincial Jails (detention prisoners);
2. Corrections Cluster: BuCor, DOJ-BPP, PPA, BJMP, and Provincial Jails; and
3. Judiciary Cluster: Regional Trial Courts, Municipal Trial Courts, Court of Appeals,
Court of Tax Appeals, Sandiganbayan and Supreme Court.
The Phase I component will be the establishment of databases, systems and process linkages
of the agencies in the Law Enforcement and Corrections Clusters.
With the approval of the President through the Cabinet Cluster on Good Governance and
Anti-Corruption, and the provision of initial CY 2012 appropriations, the DOJ has commenced
the establishment of the NJIS starting with multi-sectoral consultations, high level design
and planning, and internal systems mapping.
On December 27, 2012, the Information Systems Strategic Plan, with NJIS component,
has been approved by the Information and Communications Technology Office (ICTO).
Establishment of the corrections systems is underway with the completion of the
procurement of the Inmate Management Information System (IMIS) of the BuCor, and draft
terms of reference of the DOJ-BPP and PPA.
Plans and Programs for 2013
Phase I of the NJIS project is envisioned to be completed by 2016, wherein the core criminal
justice databases should have been established, operational and interconnected among DOJ
agencies. By this time a central NJIS database with biometrics capability is also planned to
be established and able to integrate data from database systems of DOJ agencies, PNP and
BJMP. Initial project coordination with the rest of the criminal justice agencies including the
Judiciary should have been done as well.
The system is envisioned to have an automated fingerprint identification capability, which
is a reliable scientific means of identifying a person, thus detecting persons assuming other
names or fraudulent identification.
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Justice System Infrastructure Program
The Justice System Infrastructure Program (JUSIP) started in 1988 with P350 million budget.
From 1989 to 2011, JUSIP funds were included in the regular budget of DOJ, except in 2004,
2005, 2006 and 2011. The total appropriation amounted to P4.23 billion out of which P3.61
billion was released. As of December 2012, P2.66 billion was spent for the construction of three
hundred two (302) new buildings, repair/renovation of forty-six (46), and improvement
and development of forty-three (43). The remaining balance was spent for office furniture
and fixtures, water and electrical connections as well as project management, architectural
and engineering fees. The Supreme Court is in charge of the maintenance of completed JUSIP
buildings.
To date, JUSIP has no on-going project. It may be noted, however, that under the General
Appropriations Act of FY2012, an amount of P200 million was allocated under the Department
of Public Works and Highways (DPWH) the construction of Hall of Justice building
nationwide. Likewise, the P100 million allocation intended for the civil works and design
of the Manila Hall of Justice has not been utilized because of the Supreme Court decision to
fund its construction.

DOJ Action Center
At the forefront of the social and legal services of the DOJ is an Action Center (DOJAC), which
was set up primarily to provide free legal assistance to the people especially the marginalized
sector. The DOJAC assists in the speedy resolution of problems these groups encounter with
DOJ offices and agencies or any other government office. Walk-in clients and callers can talk
to a lawyer or paralegal officer for needed assistance.
In 2012, DOJAC at the DOJ central office extended various legal assistance and services to a
total of 11,311 clients. The nature of the client’s requests and complaints ranged from legal
advice to solutions of problems involving land titles, follow-up on various cases, financial
claims, and others.
DOJACs in the regional and provincial offices have assisted/served a total of 212,421 provincial
clients for the period January to December 2012.
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Legislative Agenda
The DOJ pursues its legislative agenda and is closely working with the Presidential Legislative
Liaison Office in pushing for the Administration’s priority bills in Congress to realize the
platform of reforms it has established.
The passage of an enabling law on the Mutual Legal Assistance Treaties (MLAT) and Transfer
of Sentenced Persons (TSPA) with other countries is an important proposed legislation. Draft
bills for the amendments of the Philippine Extradition Law, Mutual Assistance in Criminal
Matters Act and the TSPA are also underway – all these to boost the government’s efforts to
run after criminal offenders in foreign territory.
The DOJ is also advocating for the passage of a law that will give the Secretary of Justice the
provisional authority to issue hold departure orders. The objective is to prevent those charged
with criminal offenses from leaving Philippine jurisdiction even for a limited period of time,
to give investigators and prosecutors sufficient time to resolve the case and determine the
existence of probable cause.
Due to its investigative and prosecutorial functions, the DOJ would also like to see the
passage of a law defining and penalizing extrajudicial killings and enforced disappearances.
As the competition authority of the government, the DOJ is also pushing for the enactment
of the Anti-Trust Bill to address concerns on economic justice.
The DOJ, through the Department Legislative Liaison Office, is currently advocating with
Congress the passage of other laws such as strengthening the Witness Protection, Security
and Benefits Program and establishing the Whistleblowers’ Protection, which will hopefully
encourage more witnesses to come forward and revitalize the active prosecution of
cases. Other bills which are still pending with Congress are those that will strengthen the
institutional capacity and modernization of the BuCor, NBI and BI.
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Way Forward
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For the year 2013, the DOJ has outlined priority programs and projects geared towards
institutional development and improvements which are reflective of the Administration’s
thrust for good governance and to achieve a higher level of operational performance.

Law Enforcement
Specific action points were drawn to achieve the following concerns among the law
enforcement agencies:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Strengthening the Witness Protection Program through legislated policies that will
provide more resources, institutionalized structure and protection for the witnesses;
Establishment of at least one (1) regional NBI crime laboratory outside of Metro
Manila to be able to serve other regional concerns;
Implementation of Biometric Criminal Records Clearance System;
Strengthening border control management through the use of technology;
Implementation of the Alien Mapping Project;
Enhanced efforts against anti-trafficking; and
Establishment of a National Competition Authority.

Corrections
The objective for a humane treatment and rehabilitation of prisoners will be achieved
through prison and jail decongestion activities. The Corrections Cluster will implement
a technology-driven system that will monitor the movement of the inmate as well as the
activities that will help in rehabilitation and reformation. The system will aid in the timely
release of prisoners who may be qualified for parole and executive clemency, and track their
progress in their effort to rejoin society’s mainstream as productive citizens.

Legal Services
The Land Registration Computerization Project should have been completed, alternative
dispute resolution mechanisms could have been popularized and made available to the
public to declog prosecution and court dockets, and to aid the anti-corruption campaign,
intensify asset recovery in favour of the government.

The DOJ stands firm in its commitment to render justice for all. It shall continue to work
for an inclusive and transformative justice system that will respond well to the needs of the
oppressed and provide redress for victims of lawlessness and uphold the rule of law at all
times.
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